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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Government of Canada legalized and regulated access to non-medical cannabis
on October 17, 2018. Following legalization, both federal and provincial regulators
entered unprecedented territory as they worked to create a policy framework for
this new, emerging, legal industry that would support three key policy goals: to keep
cannabis out of the hands of youth, to keep profits out of the pockets of criminals,
and to protect public health and safety. Now, three years following the passage of the
Cannabis Act (Bill C-45) and the growth of a legal recreational cannabis industry, some
of these policies have had unintended consequences or created barriers beyond the
scope of their original intentions.
In 2019, the BC Chamber of Commerce brought together leaders from different
areas of the British Columbia (B.C.) cannabis sector including production, cultivation,
processing, retail, and ancillary businesses, to form their B.C. Cannabis Working
Group. This collective has undertaken a review
and evaluation of the legal and regulatory
framework. They assessed it based on their
individual and corporate experience, market
realities, and the original policy objectives
set out by the Government of B.C. and Health
Canada of eliminating a significant illicit market,
keeping cannabis out of the hands of youth, and
protecting public health and public safety.
The BC Chamber of Commerce’s Cannabis
Working Group identified policy areas with
the greatest barriers that limit access to legal
cannabis products for residents of B.C. These
barriers are organized into three key policy
areas: consumer access, regulatory costs and
taxation, and market design.
Although the cannabis industry has deep roots in British Columbia, the legal cannabis
industry has performed below or at par with national and provincial averages in terms
of total non-medical retail store sales and sales per capita. These figures do not reflect
the overall potential of the Province’s cannabis market. Consumer access to cannabis
products in their chosen form with options for product interaction, experiences and
education is a significant priority for the legal industry as it continues to develop and
the illicit market diminishes.
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This report from the BC Chamber of Commerce’s Cannabis Working Group outlines
thirteen key policy recommendations in three main topic areas:
1. Consumer Access
1.1. Allow licensed private retailers to take online orders for cannabis, cannabis
products, and accessories.
1.2. Allow for direct delivery by licensed retail stores through common carriers,
including app-based services such as Skip the Dishes and Uber Eats.
1.3. Accelerate the work to develop a farm-gate program for early 2022 which will
allow licensed producers to retail products directly to consumers.
1.4. Maximize the benefits of future farm-gate and farm-retail programs by ensuring
they are available to all licensed micro cultivators, standard cultivators, and
nursery licence holders (federal licence holders) in B.C.
1.5. Incorporate cannabis sales and agritourism into rural economic development
strategies at the provincial, regional and local government levels.
1.6. Add an economic mandate for cannabis at a ministerial level.
1.7. Introduce province-wide allowable zoning for cannabis retail, or tie cannabis tax
revenue sharing agreements to municipal bylaws that enable cannabis retail.
1.8. Introduce province-wide retail operator licensing, allowing companies to be
screened once, with subsequent applications focused on location-specific criteria.
2. Regulatory Costs and Taxation
2.1. Remove the additional 20% provincial tax on cannabis vape products.
2.2. Work with the Federal Government to create a national excise tax based on a
calculation of percentage of sales rather than price/gram.
2.3. Work with the Federal Government to align the excise stamp program into one
national excise stamp.
3. Market Design
3.1. Remove the limit on, or increase the number of, retail locations per operator to
help meet consumer demand for legal cannabis.
3.2. Provide retail operators the flexibility to reallocate product inventory between
stores owned by the same licensee.
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To ensure the legal recreational cannabis market suceeds in the long run, the private
sector’s interests must be aligned with public policy objectives and public safety.
Some of the current regulations and policies run counter to the overall objective of
eliminating the illicit market and keeping cannabis out of the hands of young people.
Further, fragmented regulations across provinces and municipalities, bolstered by
increased costs attributable to taxation frameworks, delays in licensing, and arbitrary
restrictions adversely affect these policy objectives. Ultimately, this impedes a
predictable and sustainable business environment for the cannabis sector and reduces
government revenues from cannabis sales.
This report and its recommendations, put forward by the BC Chamber of Commerce’s
Cannabis Working Group, clearly outline specific barriers that can be immediately
addressed by the Government of British Columbia. In addition to achieving joint policy
objectives and goals, it will also unleash billions of dollars in private sector investments
that will create more jobs for British Columbians, increase tax revenue, and once again
establish the B.C. cannabis sector as an industry leader within Canada and abroad.
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INTRODUCTION
In October 2018, Canada became one of the world’s
first countries to legalize the cultivation, sale,
and consumption of recreational cannabis. This
landmark change in public policy was driven by
the opportunity to create an innovative, taxable
industry that would generate economic growth
and create new jobs. Through legalization, the
Government of Canada hoped to displace the
country’s sizable illicit market for cannabis,
protect citizen’s health and safety, and better
restrict access by youth. However, legitimizing
and regulating a formerly illicit substance
requires governments to strike a delicate balance
between market incentives, consumer choice, and
public health and safety. The current regulatory
environment must be addressed to release the full
economic potential of British Columbia.
Following legalization, both federal and provincial
regulators entered unprecedented territory. Now,
three years following the passage of the Cannabis
Act (Bill C-45) and the creation of a recreational
cannabis industry, some of these policies have
caused unintended consequences or have created barriers beyond the scope of their
original intentions. Therefore, it is important to re-evaluate the legal and regulatory
framework put into place and periodically assess it against market realities and the
government’s original policy objectives.
Driven by the insights of the BC Chamber of Commerce’s Cannabis Working Group, this
report examines the current state of B.C.’s regulated cannabis industry and provides
concrete policy recommendations on how the Province of British Columbia can unlock
the economic potential of B.C.’s cannabis economy.
The report is divided into three chapters:
1. Consumer Access
2. Regulatory Costs & Taxation
3. Market Design
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INDUSTRY POTENTIAL
Cannabis legalization came with lofty economic predictions for the sector across
Canada and internationally. At the time of legalization, both government and industry
saw a significant opportunity to develop a new market, spearhead an emerging global
industry, and displace a long-hidden but flourishing illicit market. Yet three years later,
regulatory obstacles have prevented the industry from living up to these expectations.

recreational cannabis sales in Canada ranged from between $4.2
and $6.2 billion1. However, in 2019 total retail sales at cannabis
stores came in substantially lower at $1.2 billion. Data from 2020
indicates retail sales of cannabis have continued to rise, totalling
$2.6 billion, still far below initial estimates.2 Despite its slow initial
growth, by the end of 2019, the licensed cannabis sector as a whole
contributed $6.6 billion to the Canadian economy—growing to
$9.5 billion by November 2020.3 The shortfall between economic
expectations and the market reality suggests the industry is facing

LICENSED CAN N AB IS SECTO R

National Shortfall: Prior to legalization, projections of annual

2019

$6.6
BILLIONS

NOV 2020

$9.5

significant barriers and there remains substantial room for growth.
BC Lagging Behind: The 2018 and 2019 B.C. Budget and Fiscal Plan

BILLIONS

documents projected the annual revenue from excise tax at $50
million, growing to $75 million in subsequent years4. These amounts
were revised in the 2019 Provincial Budget as other Federal
Government transfers including excise tax payments were $53
may be due to fewer than expected cannabis retail establishments.5
The cannabis industry has deep roots in British Columbia, yet in
2019, the Province reported the lowest sales per capita in the entire
country at $18.87. B.C.’s sales per capita were less than one-fifth
of the $101.30 per capita reported in PEI. Other Western Canadian
provinces had significantly higher numbers. In Alberta, sales were
$58.19 per capita, and in Saskatchewan, that figure was $62.53

BC’ S CANNABIS SECTOR

million less than budgeted. These lower than expected tax revenues

2019

$18.79
LOWEST PER CAPITA
SALES IN CANADA

over the same period. While Ontario was only slightly above B.C. at
$19.53 per capita, this was partially due to an initial slow rollout of
retail licences in Ontario.

1

Legalized Cannabis, Fiscal Considerations, 2017, Parliamentary Budget Office

2

Statistics Canada, Table 20-10-0008-01 Retail trade sales by province and territory

3
4
5

Statistics Canada, Table 36-10-0434-01 Gross domestic product (GDP) at basic prices, by industry, monthly
2018 and 2019 Government of British Columbia Budget and Fiscal Plan
2019/2020 Government of British Columbia Financial Forecast
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The next lowest province (Quebec) nearly doubles B.C.’s sales numbers at $29.58.
Per capita sales increased in British Columbia in 2020 to $71.84, slightly above
the Canadian average of $68.78. British Columbia approached legalization with a
significant legacy industry, yet it has failed to capitalize on the economic opportunity
recreational cannabis presents.
TOTAL RETAIL CANNABIS SALES 20206
Sales (thousands)

Sales Per Capita

Canada

$2,614,338

$68.78

Alberta

$574,688

$129.78

Saskatchewan

$136,538

$115.93

Prince Edward Island

$15,864

$99.31

New Brunswick

$68,221

$87.32

Newfoundland and Labrador

$43,324

$83.16

Nova Scotia

$80,757

$82.48

Manitoba

$100,027

$72.51

British Columbia

$369,655

$71.84

Quebec

$495,680

$57.80

Ontario

$717,435

$48.69

Market Potential: B.C.’s low sales numbers do not reflect the overall potential of the
Province’s cannabis market. The Province still has some of the highest cannabis usage
in the country, with almost 25% of adults reporting having used recreational cannabis
in the past three months.7 High reported usage, low sales per capita, and relatively
flat prices suggest a thriving illicit market being inadvertently supported by barriers
in the regulated industry. While it is very difficult to estimate the size of the illicit
market and legal market potential, according to Statistics Canada, in 2019 only 16% of
B.C. cannabis users reported purchasing cannabis only from legal sources, while over
51% reported having bought illicit cannabis over the past year. Nationally, 30% bought
only from legal sources.8 This means that B.C.’s current sales numbers reflect only a
fraction of the available market. Achieving the national average in legal-only users
would be a doubling of the 2019 results. Every illicit cannabis sale represents a
market share that the regulated cannabis market has been unable to capture, as well
as unrealized government tax revenue, decreased legal employment, and a public
safety risk.
6

Statistics Canada, Table 20-10-0008-01 Retail trade sales by province and territory
Statistics Canada. Table 17-10-0005-01 Population estimates on July 1st, by age and sex

7

Statistics Canada, Table 1, Prevalence of cannabis use in the past three months, 2020

8

Statistics Canada, National Cannabis Survey (2019)
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1 CONSUMER ACCESS
SUMMARY
B.C. has several policy barriers that limit access to
regulated cannabis products for its residents. This includes
the restriction on farm-gate sales, as well as brick-andmortar retail deserts created by obstructive municipal
zoning practices. These policies result in disincentives for
businesses to operate within the legal framework, which
may partially explain why the illicit market continues to
flourish. Expanding the ability of the private legal market
to sell regulated cannabis will spur economic activity,
shrink the illegal market, and better enable governments

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
REGIONS IN TOTAL AND
PER CAPITA CANNABIS
STORE SALES MAY BE
EXPLAINED IN PART BY
CANADIAN’S ACCESS TO
CANNABIS STORES
— The Retail Cannabis Market in Canada:
A Portrait of the First Year, Statistics Canada

to combat underage access to cannabis products.
To enable better access to legal cannabis, the BC Chamber of Commerce recommends
the Province of B.C.:
1.1. Allow licensed private retailers to take online orders for cannabis, cannabis
products, and accessories.
1.2. Allow for direct delivery by licensed retail stores through common carriers,
including app-based services such as Skip the Dishes and Uber Eats.
1.3. Accelerate the work to develop a farm-gate program for early 2022 which will
allow licensed producers to retail products directly to consumers.
1.4. Maximize the benefits of future farm-gate and farm-retail programs by ensuring
they are available to all licensed micro cultivators, standard cultivators, and
nursery licence holders (federal licence holders) in B.C.
1.5. Incorporate cannabis sales and agritourism into rural economic development
strategies at the provincial, regional and local government levels.
1.6. Add an economic mandate for cannabis at a ministerial level.
1.7. Introduce province-wide allowable zoning for cannabis retail, or tie cannabis tax
revenue sharing agreements to municipal bylaws that enable cannabis retail.
1.8. Introduce province-wide retail operator licensing, allowing companies to be
screened once, with subsequent applications focused on location-specific criteria.
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PRIVATE ONLINE SALES AND DELIVERY
Issue: The inability of private sector retailers to sell cannabis online limited the
industry’s competitiveness and allowed illicit online channels to sustain market share.
As a result, B.C. announced that licensed retailers would be eligible to sell cannabis
products online for delivery. This was a significant step forward for consumer access
in B.C. While the industry is grateful for the policy change, the framework is still
inefficient and high cost.
Status: On July 15, 2021, the Province moved to allow Licensed Cannabis Retailers (LCR)
to sell their products online for local delivery. Products must be delivered by employees
of the LCR and third-party delivery services are not allowed. Online sales cannot be
shipped to consumers using common carriers such as Purolator or Canada Post. Illicit
online retailers continue to ship product directly to the homes of consumers.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Illicit Market & Public Safety: The presence of
illicit online marketplaces directly undermines
the government’s policy objective of ensuring
the safety of cannabis products and limiting
access to youth. Allowing for online sale and
delivery of recreational cannabis by licensed
private retailers is a significant step forward
to crowd out the illicit market and better
protect public safety. The continued existence
of a strong illicit online market results in
potentially dangerous cannabis products that do not meet public health regulations
being easily accessed by underage consumers.
In addition to enforcement activities, which require significant resources and federal
coordination, the Province must explore how the legitimate industry can help capture
more illicit retailers’ market share. A robust e-commerce market that leverages LCR’s
can help box out illicit online sales and allow the government to better regulate and
restrict access to cannabis products for young people.
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PRIVATE ONLINE SALES AND DELIVERY
Existing Frameworks: Established online cannabis and liquor delivery frameworks
illustrate the potential of similar policies in British Columbia. Saskatchewan has a fully
privatized online sale and delivery market for cannabis which includes robust controls
on age-restricted products. Licensed retailers are allowed to take orders for cannabis
or cannabis accessories online, by phone or fax. The products may then be delivered to
the consumer by a retail store employee, a liquor delivery service, or a common carrier,
who must verify the recipient’s age. Furthermore, B.C. has an established and growing
network of liquor delivery services which include app-based platforms such as Skip the
Dishes and Uber Eats. These services have proven effective in ensuring the responsible
distribution of age-restricted products and have even seen their functions expanded
during the Covid-19 restrictions. This existing system could be easily extended to include
private cannabis retailers. Following the lead of other provinces and liquor delivery
businesses, online delivery can potentially spur significant growth in the cannabis
industry while still safeguarding against underage consumption.
E-Commerce: Expanding online sales has the potential to grow B.C.’s burgeoning
recreational cannabis industry while creating new possibilities for the Province’s tech
sector. Across Canada, only 13% of recreational cannabis sales are conducted online,
compared to 22% of apparel sales and 30% of computer and electronics sales.9 Covid-19
only accelerated the shift toward online retail, especially as many users tried online
delivery services for the first time. Greater private sector participation in cannabis
e-commerce will allow the Province to leverage its tech sector and take advantage of
this emerging opportunity. In March 2020, during the surge in cannabis sales due to the
Covid-19 pandemic, a B.C. Liquor Distribution Branch (BCLDB) spokesperson told reporters
that they experienced no change in online sales.10 In contrast, Ontario’s online monopoly
reported a significant increase in sales, with one Saturday showing an 80% increase from
the previous week. This missed opportunity illustrates the significant need for more
dynamism in B.C.’s online cannabis market. As e-commerce grows, B.C. needs to ensure
that the Province’s recreational cannabis industry is well-positioned to take advantage of
the opportunity, and enhanced private sector participation would help.
Recommendations:
1.1. Allow licensed private retailers to take online orders for cannabis, cannabis
products, and accessories.
1.2. Allow for direct delivery by licensed retail stores using common carriers,
including app-based services such as Skip the Dishes and Uber Eats.

9

Statista, E-commerce in Canada – Statistics & Facts (2020)

10

Marijuana Business Daily, “Amid coronavirus, Canadian cannabis stores see ‘unprecedented’ sales surge” (2020)
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FARM-GATE SALES
Issue: Farm-gate sales allow customers to visit agricultural sites and purchase goods
directly from producers. While farm-gate sales have become a lucrative practice in
the agri-food and wine industries, B.C. cannabis cultivators have been barred from
participating. This limits cannabis growers’ ability to increase brand awareness,
provide more diverse retail experiences and expand into new revenue streams. Both
agriculture and agritourism have deep histories in our province. Farm-gate sales are a
sensible way to build on this legacy and growing a new industry that drives benefits at
the local, regional and provincial levels.
Status: British Columbia has announced their intention of developing a program for
farm-gate retail for cannabis growers. Producers have few ways of engaging directly
with their consumer base and must use the B.C. Liquor Distribution Board as an
intermediary to connect their products with retailers. Yet, farm-to-customer business
models are commonly used to sell other agricultural goods. There is also growing
demand for locally grown products demonstrated by the number of B.C. farmers’
markets growing from 18 to over 145 in the last ten years.11 Given increased consumer
demand and the Province’s historical strengths in agriculture and tourism, B.C. is
especially well-positioned to economically benefit from farm-gate cannabis sales. In
September 2020, the Province of B.C. announced it will develop a farm-gate and farmto-retail delivery program for “small-scale producers”. They publicly reaffirmed their
intentions in October 2021, with 2022 as the target for these new programs, but still
have not defined the parameters for small-scale or craft production.

11

BC Association of Farmers’ Markets, The BC Farmers Market Trail (2021)
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Agritourism & Rural Development: Cannabis farm-gate sales would create new
opportunities for agritourism, an important element of B.C.’s farming diversification
strategy. With the size of the global agritourism market expected to reach $10.16
billion USD by 2024, this presents a significant opening for British Columbia.12 Just
as the B.C. wine industry draws 1 million visitors and generates $246 million in
wine-related tourism every year, cannabis has the potential to attract tourists to
growing regions across the Province.13 Farm-gate sales are an important component
of agritourism as they take advantage of the growing
consumer demand for locally sourced products and on-farm
experiences. Individuals drawn to rural areas for farm-gate
purchases and agritourism will also generate economic activity
in the surrounding communities. While numbers may vary
by jurisdiction, a Rutgers University study estimated that in
New Jersey, for example, every dollar spent on farm-gate
sales generated $0.58 in sales for surrounding businesses.14
Tennessee found the multiplier effect of agritourism to be as
high as $0.85 for every dollar spent.15 Cannabis farm-gate
sales have the potential to play an important role in increasing
economic activity in rural areas, which will be particularly
important following the Covid-19 pandemic.
Revenue & Reputation-Building Opportunities: Farm-gate sales would give recreational
cannabis producers the opportunity to develop new revenue streams and build on the
reputation of the Province as a strong growing region for cannabis. Allowing cultivators
to sell directly to individuals on-site, expands the retail experience beyond the current
environment and allows the industry to better cater to a diverse consumer base. Visiting a
cultivation site and understanding the source of these products allows growers to appeal
to those who are interested in learning more about cannabis production practices. Growers
have the opportunity to leverage farm-gate sales to expand their operations to incorporate
non-cannabis revenue streams such as merchandising, events, tours, and dining
opportunities. This would result in increased employment and economic development
in regions across the Province. The wine industry has been especially successful in this
approach. In 2018, mid-sized wineries in Ontario generated 15.8% as much revenue from
non-wine activities as from wine sales.16, 17
12

Forbes, Agritourism Can Drive Socio-Economic Development In the Caribbean (2019)

13

Wines of British Columbia, Quick Facts: Economic Impact of BC Wine Industry

14

Rutgers University, The Economic Contributions of Agritourism in New Jersey (2011)

15

Tennessee Department of Agriculture, Visitors to Tennessee Agri-Tourism Attractions (2006)

16
17

Mid-sized grower defined as $2M-5M in total annual sales
VQA Ontario and Deloitte, Ontario Wine and Grape Industry Performance Study (2018)
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By increasing producer-consumer engagement, farm-gate sales will also provide growers
with opportunities to build their brands. This creates greater awareness for both individual
cannabis growers as well as B.C. cannabis as a whole, attracting both consumers and
investors. 76% of Canadians rank B.C. at the top of their list of the highest quality cannabis
in Canada.18 As the national and international market for cannabis continues to grow
and become more competitive, it will be increasingly important for B.C. to protect this
reputation and leverage its brand into new economic opportunities. In offering more
innovative retail experiences, farm-gate sales would help sustain B.C.’s reputation for
growing some of the best cannabis in the world while also promoting B.C. agri-tourism.
Maximize Benefits: While the B.C. government’s
announcement to explore farm-gate retail is an

76 %
OF CANADIANS
RANK BC AT THE TOP
OF THEIR LIST OF
HIGHEST QUALITY
CANNABIS IN CANADA

improvement on the status quo, to maximize
economic benefits, these programs should be
opened to the entire industry. Restricting farmgate sales to only small-scale production, limits
the economic potential of these programs and
unnecessarily creates an uneven playing field.
The beer and wine industries have shown
that the potential market is large and diverse
enough for growers of all sizes to participate
without detracting from each other’s success.
Large, small and craft cannabis producers serve
distinct consumer groups, and each is better
suited to meet the specific needs of their region
and market. Furthermore, any possible sizing
threshold considered will be arbitrary and
exclusionary, potentially creating unnecessary
divisions in the industry, limiting economic
growth and job creation. An inclusive and
flexible farm-gate retail framework is necessary
to grow the industry and adequately capture the
full economic benefits of such a scheme.

18

Pure SunFarms, It’s official, Canadians want natural, BC-grown bud (Oct 2020)
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Economic Opportunity: The statistics in this report on the economic impact of the
cannabis sector are powerful. At this point, no provincial government has fully
embraced that economic opportunity. British Columbia can be the first government
to formally add an economic mandate for the cannabis industry by moving oversight
of the file from the regulatory and enforcement-focussed Ministry of Public Safety/
Solicitor General to a Ministry focussed on the economic opportunity, such as Jobs,
Economic Recovery and Innovation or Agriculture, Food and Fisheries. This change,
and the addition of regulated farm-gate sales, would also create the opportunity to
diversify the focus of the cannabis sector into wellness, tourism, and hospitality areas.

Recommendations:
1.3. Accelerate the work to develop a farm-gate program for early 2022 allowing licensed
production facilities of all sizes to retail products directly to consumers.
1.4. Maximize the benefits of future farm-gate and farm-retail programs by ensuring
they are available to all licensed micro cultivators, standard cultivators, and
nursery licence holders (federal licence holders) in B.C.
1.5. Incorporate cannabis sales and agritourism into rural economic development
strategies at the provincial, regional and local government levels.
1.6. Add an economic mandate for cannabis at a ministerial level.

15
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MUNICIPAL ACCESS GAPS
Issue: Local governments play a central role in determining where cannabis can be sold.
However, through the use of restrictive zoning bylaws or a refusal to participate in the
provincial licensing process, several municipalities have effectively prohibited access to
legal cannabis in their region. This has resulted in large, highly populated portions of the
Province without access to a single brick-and-mortar cannabis retailer. These “cannabis
deserts” suppress sales and hinder the government’s ability to meet its objectives of
reducing illicit activities related to cannabis and providing access to a quality-controlled
supply of cannabis. As we continue to see the cannabis sector grow, it needs collaboration
from the provincial and municipal government to close local access gaps throughout B.C.
Status: Over three years following legalization, nearly 1.4 million British Columbians
live within municipalities without any physical cannabis retail locations.19 Several
municipal governments have used restrictive bylaws or refused to engage with the B.C.
Cannabis Control and Licensing process to effectively block all cannabis retailers from
opening in their cities.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Current Deserts: Some of B.C.’s most significant cannabis deserts
are in Metro Vancouver, the Capital Region, and the Fraser Valley.
26.7% of B.C. residents have no access to recreational cannabis
retailers within their home municipality. In Metro Vancouver’s 10
largest cities, only half have cannabis retail stores (Vancouver,
Township of Langley, Maple Ridge, District of North Vancouver,
and New Westminster). At the time of publication of this paper,
the major population centres of Surrey, Richmond, Burnaby,
and Coquitlam do not have a single licensed retailer – public or
private. There are only 10 retailers in the entire Fraser Valley,
of which six are in Chilliwack. Meanwhile, on Vancouver Island,
the vast majority of the Capital Region’s retailers are clustered
in Victoria and Saanich, leaving 10.6% of the region’s residents
without a local physical retail option. This uneven distribution
of licensed dispensaries has created sizable access gaps, both
in terms of area and population. This creates an opening in the
market that is easily filled by unregulated sales which operate
entirely outside of municipal and provincial approval.

19

Government of British Columbia, Map of Cannabis Retail Stores in B.C. (Oct 2020)
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POPULATION & STORE COVERAGE 20, 21, 22
Population

Number
of Stores

Population
with stores

Population
without stores

British Columbia

5,147,712

398

3,772,296 (73.3%)

1,375,416 (26.7%)

Metro Vancouver

2,737,681

62

1,094,404 (40.0%)

1,643,277 (60.0%)

Capital Region

425,503

36

328,354 (77.2%)

97,149 (22.8%)

Fraser Valley

335,229

10

299,614 (89.4%)

35,615 (10.6%)

METRO VANCOUVER (TOP 10)

CAPITAL REGION (TOP 10)

Population

Municipality

Stores

Population

Municipality

Stores

697,266

Vancouver

51

219,522

Victoria/Saanich

24

598,530

Surrey

0

44,069

Langford

2

257,926

Burnaby

0

19,373

Colwood

0

216,046

Richmond

0

19,015

Esquimalt

2

152,734

Coquitlam

0

18,918

Oak Bay

0

133,302

Langley (TWSHP)

1

18,353

C. Saanich

2

111,281

Delta

0

15,083

Sooke

4

91,479

Maple Ridge

3

12,312

Sidney

2

89,767

N. Vancouver
(District)

3

11,965

N. Saanich

0

82,590

New Westminster

4

11,829

View Royal

0

FRASER VALLEY (TOP 5)
Population

Municipality

Stores

161,581

Abbotsford

2

95,178

Chilliwack

6

42,855

Mission

2

6,867

Hope

0

6641

Kent

0

20

Statistics Canada, Demographic Analysis Section BC Stats (Jan 2020)

21

Government of British Columbia (October 2021)

22

Store count includes locations listed as “Coming Soon”
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Restrictive Policies & Zoning: Using restrictive zoning and approval processes,
municipalities exert substantial control over residents’ access to federally approved
cannabis products. The B.C. Cannabis Control and Licensing Act requires local governments
to provide a positive recommendation for cannabis applications in order to issue a
provincial cannabis retail licence. Many of these large cannabis desert communities, such
as Surrey and Richmond, have refused to respond to these requests altogether. In contrast
to B.C., Ontario has established province-wide allowable zoning for recreational cannabis
retail allowing municipalities to opt out of permitting shops within their jurisdictions.
This provides a transparent mechanism for community control. There is also a significant
opportunity to streamline duplicate processes and approvals within the Liquor and
Cannabis Regulation Branch (LCRB) when a retailer applies to open multiple locations.
While such policies would not eliminate all municipal access gaps in B.C., they would
provide merchants with a higher level of certainty in deciding where to invest their capital.
Physical Retail Benefits: Brick-and-mortar retail
locations are vital to the cannabis industry’s ability
to establish itself and succeed. While there has been
an increase in online retail, prior to and during the
pandemic, the majority of sales still occur in physical
locations.23 In-person stores allow retailers to provide
a higher degree of customer service and establish a
stronger presence within the community. For example,
Ontario delayed private brick-and-mortar cannabis
stores until six months after legalization. Once
private retail was allowed to open in April 2019, sales
increased by 156% over the previous month. Average
monthly sales in the six months prior to private stores
opening were $8,879, while average monthly sales
over the six months following were $27,256 – a 207%
increase.24 The graph below illustrates the dramatic
change in sales between March and April 2019.
Removing municipal barriers to retail store locations
is an important step in tackling British Columbia’s
continued underperformance in cannabis sales.

23

McKinsey & Company, The Future of Retail: How to Make Your Bricks Click (2014)
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Statistics Canada. Table 20-10-0008-01 Retail trade sales by province and territory (x 1,000)
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Recommendation:
1.7. Introduce province-wide allowable zoning for cannabis retail, or tie cannabis tax
revenue sharing agreements to municipal bylaws that enable cannabis retail.
1.8. Introduce province-wide retail operator licensing, allowing companies to be
screened once, with subsequent applications focused on location-specific criteria.
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2 REGULATORY COSTS & TAXATION
SUMMARY
The ability for governments to tax and regulate
cannabis was an important driver for legalization;
however, many of the additional costs placed on the
industry today have created a complex regulatory
environment that has hindered its ability to grow and
create jobs. Cannabis faces added burdens relative to
other controlled substances such as beer, wine, liquor,
and tobacco. To truly unlock the potential of cannabis
cultivation and retail in British Columbia, more efficient
and effective regulations and tax policies must be put in
place. Currently, taxation of vaporizers undermines both
public health and competitiveness with the unregulated
market while the excise stamp system creates
inefficiencies in the supply chain.
Many of these policies are a result of a stigmatized
and outdated view of the industry and its products and
must be revisited to better reflect the post-legalization
landscape. Often current cannabis policies raise costs
and complexity while doing little to increase public
health and safety. As a result, the legal industry is held
back from creating opportunities in our communities
and is more easily undercut by the illicit market.

To improve the regulatory and tax environment faced by the cannabis industry, the
B.C. Chamber of Commerce recommends the Province of B.C.:
2.1. Remove the additional 20% provincial tax on cannabis vape products.
2.2. Work with the Federal Government to create a national excise tax based on a
calculation of percentage of sales rather than price/gram.
2.3. Work with the Federal Government to align the excise stamp program into one
national excise stamp.
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VAPE TAX
Issue: In 2020, British Columbia introduced a 13% additional Provincial Sales Tax on
vaping substances and accessories. While the tax was introduced largely in response
to rising youth usage of nicotine vaping products, the tax also applies to cannabis
vapour-specific products. As a result, some of the most popular cannabis products have
become substantially more expensive. However, grouping nicotine and cannabis vape
products together does not reflect the realities of the two industries’ supply chains,
consumer base and regulatory environments. Additionally, from a harm-reduction
perspective, access to an alternative to nicotine-heavy products should not be more
expensive; the two products have vastly different health and safety considerations.
Imposing the vape tax on cannabis products makes legal vaping products more
expensive than the more dangerous, unregulated alternatives. To create a more
competitive industry and better protect public safety, the additional tax on legal
cannabis vaping products should be repealed.
Status: B.C. is one of the few provinces in Canada with a tax specifically targeting
vaping products. The policy currently applies a 13% sales tax (in addition to the usual
7% PST) on e-cigarettes, cartridges, parts and accessories for these products and
vaping substances. While dry cannabis herb is exempt and continues to face the usual
7% PST, cannabis oils are not and are subject to the additional 13% vape tax. This
has resulted in lower adoption of approved cannabis vapes and greater demand for
unregulated and potentially dangerous illicit market products.25 While other provinces
have implemented a vape tax to reduce youth access to tobacco and raise revenues,
all others (except an outright ban in Quebec) have exempted cannabis products for the
reasons outlined below.

25

Government of British Columbia, Notice to Sellers of Vapor Products: PST Increases to 20% (December 2019)
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Taxation & Illicit Competition: The high degree of taxation imposed on cannabis vape
products makes legal products significantly more expensive than their alternatives
– sustaining illicit market demand and hurting the industry’s competitiveness. Under
the vape tax, cannabis vaping products face four layers of taxation (excise, GST, PST,
vape tax) as well as the BCLDB markup and the Health Canada regulatory fee. As a
result, the total added costs to regulated cannabis vaping products are over double
those of nicotine electronic cigarettes (excise tax for cannabis is dependent on THC
levels), while unregulated products are not subject to any of these additional costs.
Like the illicit retail market for cannabis itself, there is a large underground market
for vape products. The developers of legal cannabis vapes comply with stringent
regulatory requirements and approval processes to ensure their products are safe for
their customers, only to have their products undercut by illicit competition that is not
subject to any public safety standards. Additionally, British Columbia is a signatory to
the federal Coordinated Cannabis Taxation Agreement (CCTA) which establishes similar
pricing structures for cannabis throughout the country. However, due to the vape tax,
B.C.’s cannabis taxes are out of step with the rest of Canada. Exempting cannabis from
British Columbia’s tax on legal cannabis vaping products will help remedy the overtaxation of cannabis, growing competition from the illicit market, and bring B.C. into
closer alignment with other jurisdictions.

LAYERS OF TAXATION
Unregulated Cannabis
Vaping Products

Legal Cannabis
Vaping Products

Electronic
Cigarettes

GST

0%

5%

5%

PST

0%

7%

7%

Vape Tax

0%

13%

13%

Excise Tax

0%

$.01 per milligram
of THC

0%

B.C. Liquor Distribution
Branch Markup

0%

15%

0%

Health Canada
Regulatory Fee

0%

2.3%

0%
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Public Health: Although the rationale behind the vape tax was to protect public health,
by slowing the transition from conventional smoking to vaping and driving demand
for unregulated alternatives, it may have the opposite effect. Research has shown
that vaping cannabis products is less irritating and safer than cannabis smoking, and
evidence supports cannabis vaping as a way to reduce potential harmful impacts to
individuals and public health.26 However, sales data from one cannabis retail company
suggests that for recreational cannabis, the transition and adoption of vape products
in B.C. has been 68% lower than in Alberta and 50% lower than in Ontario. This data
does not capture consumers who have moved to the illicit market for dangerous, yet
less expensive, vaping products. In January 2020, the Council of Chief Provincial Health
Officers has recognized the risks posed by illicit vaping products, advising consumers
to “use vaping products that have been obtained from legal, regulated sources only.
Illegal or unregulated sources are not subject to any control or oversight and may pose
additional risks to health and safety”.27 It should be noted that the 20% PST rate also
applies to medical cannabis purchased by patients with authorization from a physician
or nurse practitioner. This has made medical cannabis vaping even more expensive
for patients. By driving consumers to the illicit market to buy lower cost cannabis or
vape products, potentially tainted by dangerous additives, unnecessarily endangers the
consumer and contradicts the public health and safety goals of cannabis legalization.
Recommendations:
2.1. Remove the 20% tax on cannabis vape products.

26

27

Shiplo et al, Medical Cannabis Use in Canada: Vapourization and Modes of Delivery (2016)
Government of Canada, Statement from the Council of Chief Medical Officers of Health on Nicotine Vaping in Canada
(January 2020)
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NATIONAL EXCISE TAX
Issue: Upon legalization, all provinces and territories within
Canada (except Manitoba which is still in negotiations) executed
Coordinated Cannabis Taxation Agreements (“CCTAs”) with the
Federal Government, facilitating the legalization and taxation of
cannabis in Canada. Provincial and territorial governments agreed

TAXES WOULD NOT
E XC E E D T H E H I G H E R O F

the combined rate of all federal, provincial, and territorial cannabisspecific duties and taxes would not exceed the higher of $1 per
gram, or 10% of a producer’s selling price. The revenues from excise
duties on cannabis (which are collected by the Federal Government)
would be shared, with approximately 75% going to provincial
and territorial governments, based on duties collected in their
jurisdiction, and the remaining 25% to the Federal Government.
Although the price of cannabis products has significantly decreased
since legalization, the amount of excise tax paid remains stagnant
and is a financial burden to both producers and consumers, who
ultimately bear the trickle-down cost. Lowering the tax burden will
decrease the price of legal cannabis and help with governments’
objective to eliminate illicit cannabis sales.
Status: Increased competition has resulted in the minimum threshold of $1/gram for
flower expanding well beyond 10% of a producer’s revenues. As price compression
pressures continue (due to factors such as competition and over-supply), excise tax
as a percentage of revenue correspondingly continues to increase. The current excise
system keeps the black market alive. Costs trickle down to the consumer as well as pose
business viability risks to producers. Any taxes on cannabis should be set at a level
that will help eliminate the illicit market and work to keep cannabis out of the hands of
children and youth. Producers need to be able to supply high quality, safer products that
are priced competitively to products being sold illicitly. Regulatory changes are needed
to enable the market price of legal cannabis to be as competitive as possible.
As well, regulations currently require cannabis producers to label their packaging
with a province or territory-specific excise stamp prior to sale. The stamp proves that
the licensed producer has paid the appropriate taxes for the product and that it can,
therefore, be lawfully sold in the corresponding jurisdiction. Having to administer and
physically apply unique stamps for each jurisdiction increases costs and complexity
of manufacturing and distribution, and as the sector grows and matures, it will limit
its ability to create more sophisticated and efficient supply chains. British Columbia
should work with other provinces, territories, and the Federal Government to
implement a single excise stamp that covers all of Canada.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Supply Chain Efficiency: As the sector grows and matures, the province-specific
excise stamp requirement will limit its ability to create more sophisticated and
efficient supply chains. Once a product is stamped, it can only be sold within the
corresponding province/territory. This eliminates the producer and distributor’s ability
to shift products between jurisdictions to better reflect fluctuating market conditions.
The sector currently relies heavily on imperfect forecasting, which can result in
simultaneous regional supply surpluses and shortages that cannot be smoothed due
to excise stamps. When these preventable supply shortages occur, they drive demand
to the illicit market. A national excise stamp would allow products to be moved
seamlessly across the country to resolve supply and demand imbalances. The current
excise stamp restricts the ability of producers to respond to rapidly changing supply
and demand conditions and hinders growth in the nascent cannabis industry.
Costs: In addition to creating inefficiencies, the current excise stamp policy also
increases production, packaging, and shipment costs. Higher costs result in higher
prices which damage the industry’s overall competitiveness. Given cannabis products’
limited shelf life, an inability to move supply across the country as demand patterns
change can result in degradation of products and financial loss. A national excise tax
and stamp would also significantly reduce administrative costs on producers, so they
can focus on growing their core business, and by extension, the industry. Instead
of keeping an adequate supply of numerous stamps on hand, which are difficult to
remove and re-label in case of mistakes, producers would only need one stamp that
can be placed on all packaging. This will allow for the creation of country-wide supply
chains and bring down costs. While this would require coordination between the
federal, provincial, and territorial governments, success in the alcohol industry, with a
single national stamp, has shown it is possible.
Recommendations:
2.2. Work with the Federal Government to create a national excise tax based on a
calculation of percentage of sales rather than price/gram.
2.3. Work with the Federal Government to align the excise stamp program into one
national excise stamp.
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3 MARKET DESIGN
SUMMARY
In legalizing recreational cannabis, provincial and federal regulators were charged
with designing the regulated cannabis market from the ground up. This required
careful consideration and weighing of the costs and benefits of different market
structures. In British Columbia, the provincial government decided to pursue a
hybrid model, with private producers, both public and private retail options, and a
government-run wholesale monopoly for distribution. Beyond these significant market
design decisions, many small decisions were made that impact the structure of the B.C.
cannabis industry. Two years following the introduction of this model, it is important
to review how the market design is functioning and if it is meeting its policy goals. In
particular, there are two opportunities to enhance market efficiency and growth in the
industry, and, in turn, generate job growth and tax revenue.
To create a more efficient and robust cannabis market, the BC Chamber of Commerce
recommends the Province of B.C.:
3.1. Remove the limit on, or increase the number of, retail locations per operator to
help meet consumer demand for legal cannabis.
3.2. Provide retail operators the flexibility to reallocate product inventory between
stores owned by the same licensee.
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RETAIL STORE LICENCE CAP
Issue: B.C. recreational cannabis retailers currently face ownership restrictions that
limit growth and their ability to scale operations. While this policy was implemented to
protect against private retail monopolies, there is little evidence that such a restrictive
cap is necessary for the current market environment. Retailers that reach the limit of
eight stores must look to other jurisdictions for continued growth, exporting cannabisrelated tax revenue and job creation to other Canadian provinces. B.C.’s competitive
retail landscape will not be compromised by following the lead of other provinces and
increasing, or entirely eliminating, the retail licence cap.
Background: Many provinces implemented limits on the number of private retail
cannabis licenses to help protect competition in the early days of cannabis legalization.
In comparison, B.C. has not restricted the total number of cannabis licences in the
Province; however, the B.C. Cannabis Licensing Regulations restrict an individual or
company from holding or having an interest in a maximum of eight stores. In other
words, there can be only eight stores per operator, regardless of the overall market
share that the stores represent. As the private cannabis retail market matures, this
policy becomes less beneficial and increasingly damaging to both the sector and the
B.C. economy. This arbitrary cap constrains the industry’s ability to contribute to local
economic growth, create jobs and generate tax revenue.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Arbitrary Cap: There appears to be no sound policy basis for a continued limit
of eight stores per operator, as is evident in the experience of other provinces.
B.C.’s private cannabis retailers operate in a competitive market environment
with a large number of participants spread throughout the Province—in addition
to a public option. Of the six provinces that allowed for private cannabis retail,
Alberta chose to limit operators to control no more than 15% of retailers in the
province. At its peak, this meant that one company could hold up to 79 licences.
This design was more flexible and allowed for expansion in a way that reflected
growth in the market while still preventing anti-competitive behaviour. Alberta,
along with Saskatchewan (which had a cap on the number of stores allowed in

A R B ITR A RY CA PS

British Columbia has one of the most restrictive licensing limits. By comparison,

a community), removed their limits after determining that the original policy
had outlived its purpose of allowing small entrants into the market.28 Even
with a licensing cap 878% larger than in B.C. and no public retail option, Alberta
successfully maintains a competitive retail landscape that fosters growth and has
not seen the emergence of a private retail monopoly. Ontario took an approach
similar to B.C. and set a fixed limit on the number of stores. However, when they
first introduced cannabis retail, the limit was set at 10 stores. This increased
to 20 in September 2020 and will rise again to 75 in 2021—responding to
growing competition in the market.
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eight stores and has failed to increase or eliminate this cap even though other
provinces have shown that it is possible to have a substantially higher licensing
cap while still maintaining a competitive market.
Economic Growth: While the eight-store cap has proven unnecessary to protecting
market competition, its continued use prevents owners from scaling their businesses
and building larger, more successful companies. Partially due to implementing higher
and more flexible limits on store ownership, Alberta issued over 520 more retail
licenses, compared to B.C.’s 306. That is 214 more stores in a province with 700,000
fewer residents.30 As other markets increase or remove their store ownership limits,
B.C.’s cannabis retailers will look to expand into other jurisdictions instead of investing
in their home province; this means both jobs and capital investment will leave the
Province for more attractive regulatory environments. Rather than preventatives,
policies should seek to foster the growth of companies within B.C., which can then
expand into new markets, rather than driving them to seek opportunities elsewhere.
The market cap created space for small entrants into the market; however, as the
cannabis sector matures, it is important to allow for medium and high-growth
28

Marijuana Business Daily, Alberta lifting retail cannabis store cap in November (2020)
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Government of Ontario, Ontario Opening Cannabis Retail Market
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Alberta lifting retail cannabis store cap in November (2020)
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businesses as well. Given the legacy of cannabis in the Province, the cap is preventing
B.C. from establishing a home-grown cannabis retail cluster with corporate
headquarters and operations that span across the country.
There are significant fixed costs to starting a cannabis business. The corporate
infrastructure required to support a chain of legal cannabis retail stores may exceed
the profits generated at the current limit of eight stores. As a company opens more
stores, the cost-per-store decreases; however, the store cap prevents operators
from realizing these economies of scale. The storefront cap also constrains retailers
from designing a business structure based on a supply-demand market and forces
them to arbitrarily cease expansion after eight locations. The policy may even stifle
competition by not allowing innovative businesses to capitalize on their success. By
not allowing competitive businesses to grow, B.C.’s ability to become a national leader
in the cannabis industry is hindered. An arbitrary store limit simply prevents successful
businesses from expanding and becoming more sophisticated and complex operations
that create jobs for British Columbians.
Recommendations:
3.1. Remove the limit on, or increase the number of, retail locations per operator to
help meet consumer demand for legal cannabis.

PRODUCT RE-ALLOCATION
Issue: Current provincial regulations prevent retailers from
easily reallocating products between store locations operated
by the same licensee. This restricts the ability of cannabis
companies to manage their inventory, resulting in market
inefficiencies and limiting profitability and job growth.
Background: Inventory is the single greatest expense an
operator incurs in cannabis retail. In any other business,
inventory purchased by the business could be allocated
to the locations where it sells most quickly to better incur
a return on investment. The limitations on product reallocation prevents retailers from maximizing their profits
and adequately meeting consumer demand.
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KEY CONSIDERATIONS:
Inventory Management Like the excise stamp at the national level, restrictions on
product re-allocation inhibits the industry from responding to supply and demand
dynamics within the B.C. market. These restrictions result in supply constraints and
logistical inefficiencies. Licensed B.C. cannabis retailers are not permitted to move
products from over-supplied stores to under-supplied ones. Retailers are therefore
required to perfectly forecast demand at each of their stores individually to order the
correct amount and mix of inventory or risk taking significant inventory write-downs
when the forecast is incorrect. When a store is unable to meet consumer demand, they
forego sales, and customers may seek illicit channels to find their preferred products.
This restriction results in a reduced return on capital spent on inventory, lowering
overall business profitability. Businesses with low-profit margins cannot hire more
people or grow their businesses sustainably.

Recommendations:
3.2. Provide retail operators the flexibility to reallocate product inventory between
stores owned by the same licensee.
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